SOIL BIOENGINEERING FOR REPAIR OF
10162 ALLARD CRESCENT, LANGLEY SITE

A small slump occurred at the 10162 Allard Crescent, Langley site. The slide occurred due to
heavy rains and a lack of root strength associated with the blackberry (Rubus armeniacus Focke)
cover on the site. Seepage water from an old sewer pipe and the riverbank location also
contributed to the slide. Soil bioengineering systems can be used to restore this site.
Two treatments will be needed at the site, a live pole drain (Figure 1) and wattle fences (Figure
2). Live pole drains provide a preferred flow path for soil moisture while wattle fences are
designed to deal with over-steepened slopes. The live pole drain will be established in the
bottom of the gully that has formed to capture the drainage that occurs while the wattle fences
will be used to support the slopes on top of the live pole drain. Live pole drains are established
in a shallow trench so that the top of the 30 cm bundle is at the surface of the ground and can
sprout and grow. Since the roots grow out into the surrounding soils, live pole drains do not get
plugged by roots and have been found to operate effectively for many years. The use of a “Y”
shape for live pole drains ensures that the water seeping from the slope is captured. Wattle
fences are short retaining walls built of living cuttings. As the cuttings used in wattle fences
sprout and grow the strength of the willow roots take over the support of the slope.
In addition to the live pole drains and wattle fences, live staking using Red-osier Dogwood
(Cornus stolonifera Michx.) can be used in areas of the slope that have been covered by the
blackberries where root strength is lacking. Red-osier Dogwood will grow in shady areas of the

slope and protect the sites from the re-growth of the blackberries. Willows (Salix spp.) can also
be used for live staking in sunny locations. The stakes should be at a minimum of 1 m long with
80 cm in the ground.

Figure 1 (left) and 2 (right). Live pole drains (left) are bundles of cuttings that provide a preferred flow
path for soil moisture. Wattle fences are short retaining walls built of living cuttings.

Costs for live pole drains and wattle fences vary and are outlined in Table 1 below:
Table 1
Estimated Quantity and Costs
Soil Bioengineering
Treatment
Live Pole Drain
Wattle Fences
Live Staking

Estimated Quantity (m or each)
25 m
30 m
500 each

$/m or each

Total Cost

